
COSMOPOLITE. RESTAURANT-BREWERY



CONCEPT

Cosmopolite is a unique place combining classic restaurant and 
brewery.

Kyivans and guests of the city for more than 6 years gather here 
in spacious halls, appreciating the workmanship of our chefs and 

brewers, rooting for favorite clubs, charging with performances of 
popular Kyiv bands. 

Cosmopolite is a place for free communication.

150 persons capacity 15 thousands L — monthly beer production 3 halls



CUISINE

The cuisine of the restaurant has a focus on the gastronomic 
traditions of different countries.  The visitors and restaurant experts 
appreciate Cosmopolite for its perfect steaks, sausages and hocks, 
meat and fish specialities.
The wine list is chosen in a way to match the restaurant’s menu. We 
have collected the best wines from the wineries from all over the 
world.
The restaurant boasts a separate dessert menu. Cakes, handmade 
sweets, cookies, artisanal ice cream — we serve more than 20 
desserts types.

The kid’s menu of Cosmopolite includes a wide range of dishes 
adored by children. The menu is bright and colourful, a real eye 
candy for children.
For hotel guests and citizens of Kyiv the Cosmopolite restaurant 
offers an a la carte breakfast menu from 8 a.m. till 11 a.m.

This brewery in the non-stop format produces 4 beer types that are 
etalon in Europe, where the traditions of brewing have more than 
one hundred years:
Light beer, Weissbier, Ale (seasonal), Stout.



INTERIOR

In the interior of the Cosmopolite, the chrome-plated chambers of the 
brewery were harmoniously blended — the guests of the restaurant, 
through the glass partition, can see the process of beer brewing that 
foams in their glasses. Massive oak tables, soft sofas, comfortable 
chairs and dim lighting create the right atmosphere.

The stage is intended for performances of live bands: it is difficult 
to imagine a real pub without music. A huge projection screen and 
several HD-panels broadcast football: on days of significant matches, 
Cosmopolite is overcrowded with fans. 

The second floor of the restaurant Cosmopolite in spirit is opposite 
to the large hall of the first floor. Here, aura of romance reigns, 
appointments are given, conversations are held about tender feelings.



INTERIOR



OPEN-AIR TERRACE

Open-air terrace with pool ideally fits summer pre-parties and 
cocktail parties.

Live music — lounge or jazz, guitar improvisations or classics — 
follows hot open-air siesta. 



OPEN-AIR TERRACE



SUMMER TERRACE

Breakfasts 8 AM - 11 AM
Lunches 12 AM - 3 PM 
Unique design

Open air terrace is opened during warm season. Located near the 
restaurant it is equipped with extremely bright Italian furniture. It is 
ideal for the rest in the heart of Kyiv all day long.



ORGANIZATION OF CELEBRATIONS

A wedding or an anniversary, a gala dinner or a merry party, 
a business meeting or a friendly get-together in an informal 
atmosphere — we have organized any events more than a dozen 
times.

Regardless of the format of the event, Cosmopolite team realizes it 
to «excellent», using a huge experience and a lot of fresh ideas!



Our brewer will conduct an engrossing brewery tour, tell participants 
about all stages of beer production by an exclusive technology, 
as well as interesting facts about world’s beer manufacturing and 
drinking traditions. 

And you will have a brilliant chance to taste all 4 sorts of beer 
produced right here, at Cosmopolite, and buy a couple of bottles to 
enjoy it at home.

EXCURSION AND DEGUSTATION OFFER 



COSMOPOLITE RESTAURANT AND BREWERY
6, V.HETMANA STR.,

KYIV, UKRAINE

TEL.: +38(044) 205-35-25


